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Abstract  
Should the fiscal authority use forward guidance to reduce future policy uncertainty perceived 
by private agents? Using dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models, we examine the 
welfare effects of announcing future fiscal policy shocks. Analytical as well as numerical 
experiments show that selective transparency is desirable—announcing future fiscal policy shocks 
that are distortionary can be detrimental to ex ante social welfare, whereas announcing non-
distortionary shocks generally improves welfare. Sizable welfare gains are found with 
constructive ambiguity regarding the timing of a consumption tax increase in the fiscal 
consolidation scenario in Japan recommended by Hansen and Imrohoroglu (2016). However, 
being secretive about distortionary tax shocks is time inconsistent, and welfare loss from 
communication may be unavoidable without commitment. 
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1 Introduction

Forward guidance has been extensively used in the conduct of monetary policy of many

developed countries since the onset of the Great Recession and, in fact, it was used

by some central banks even before the crisis as argued by Svensson (2014). Forward

guidance is thought to increase social welfare either through an explicit commitment

to a future course of policy action or through the direct communication of superior

information possessed by a central bank.1 The importance of commitment has been

emphasized in the New Keynesian monetary policy literature in general (Woodford,

2003) and also in the zero lower bound situation (Eggertsson and Woodford, 2003).

Recent theoretical studies such as Bassetto (2015) and Fujiwara and Waki (2015) in-

vestigate when the two types of forward guidance are useful or not.

This paper studies the role of the second type of forward guidance in the conduct

of fiscal policy, which we call fiscal forward guidance, by asking whether and when

the fiscal authority can improve welfare by providing its superior information about

future policy actions. This question is relevant for two reasons. The first reason is

that, in reality, fiscal policy changes are often pre-announced. The empirical literature

of fiscal policy effects recognizes that economic variables respond differently to pre-

announced and to announced policy changes (Mertens and Ravn, 2010, 2011, 2012;

Leeper, Walker, and Yang, 2013). Differential effects of anticipated and unanticipated

shocks open up the possibility that communication by the fiscal authority may be a

useful policy tool. The second reason is that it is often argued that fiscal policy uncer-

tainty is large: Baker, Bloom, and Davis (2015) construct newspaper-based uncertainty

indices and indeed find that “[f]iscal matters, especially tax policy, stand out... as the

largest source of policy uncertainty, especially in recent years.” Government commu-

nication may be used to reduce such uncertainty by increasing the forecastability of

1Campbell, Evans, Fisher, and Justiniano (2012) call the former kind of forward guidance Odyssean
forward guidance and the latter Delphic forward guidance.
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its future policy actions.

We evaluate the welfare effects of fiscal forward guidance using a standard neo-

classical growth model. To focus on the role of communication, fiscal policy actions

themselves are assumed to be subject to exogenous shocks to spending and distor-

tionary taxes. The government privately observes signals about future policy shocks

and communicates the signals truthfully and credibly. Fiscal forward guidance makes

economic agents more informed about future policy shocks, thereby effectively intro-

ducing news shocks. We consider uncertainty about the level of policy actions and

about the timing of policy action changes.2

Our main finding is that the sign of the welfare effect depends on whether fis-

cal forward guidance is about distortionary taxes or about spending: ex ante social

welfare decreases when the private sector is made more informed about future tax

shocks, while it increases when made more informed about future spending shocks,

as far as their correlation is not strong. We show this result analytically for a stylized

three period model and confirm it in a general model through numerical exercises.

Hence, ex ante optimal communication policy features selective transparency — it may

require secrecy or less transparency if policy uncertainty is mainly about future distor-

tionary taxes and transparency if spending is a primary source of policy uncertainty.

An intuitive explanation is as follows. Imagine that shocks to spending and taxes are

orthogonal. Spending news shocks improve ex ante welfare in the first-best allocation.

Spending news shocks also move the equilibrium allocation with the first-best alloca-

tion, resulting in ex ante welfare increases. However, distortionary tax news shocks

do not affect the first best when spending and taxes are orthogonal. Therefore, tax

news shocks merely exacerbate inefficient fluctuations of the equilibrium allocation,

2In Appendix A.2 we consider uncertainty shocks following Bloom (2009). Born and Pfeifer (2014)
and Fernandez-Villaverde, Guerron-Quintana, Kuester, and Rubio-Ramirez (2015) explore the impacts
of fiscal uncertainty, expressed as the time-varying volatility shocks in a canonical DSGE model using
the higher-order perturbation method. We use the model of Brock and Mirman (1972) instead and
solve the model in a closed form to examine the effects of time-varying volatility news shocks.
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which reduces ex ante welfare. We also demonstrate that the above welfare impli-

cations can be reversed when shocks to spending and taxes are sufficiently strongly

correlated.

How large can the welfare effect of fiscal forward guidance be in a realistic setting?

To answer this question, we augment a scenario of fiscal consolidation in Japan exam-

ined in Hansen and Imrohoroglu (2016) with uncertainty on the timing of a consump-

tion tax increase. The welfare loss from being transparent about the future course of

consumption taxes can be as large as 0.04% in consumption equivalent units, which

is comparable to the welfare loss from business cycles in real business cycle models.

We also argue that selective transparency is time inconsistent. If the government

can send verifiable information to the public, the government is tempted, ex post, to

communicate its private information about future tax shocks if the future tax realiza-

tions happen to be less distortionary than have been expected by the public. There-

fore, without the ability to commit, the gain from being secretive about tax news may

not be fully achievable, and the government’s ability to observe future tax shocks is

actually harmful for ex ante welfare.

Throughout the paper we limit our attention to fiscal policy shocks because our

interest is in the role of communication by the fiscal authority. Although we do not

formally analyze non-policy shocks such as technology shocks, we conjecture that our

main result generalizes to such shocks: news about non-distortionary shocks is likely

to be welfare-enhancing while news about distortionary shocks is likely to reduce

welfare.3 We also, purposefully, focus on the representative-agent framework for two

reasons. First, it allows us to identify the key mechanism at work behind the welfare

effects of news shocks. Second, it makes it clear that our results do not rely on the

3Fujiwara and Waki (2015) examine the welfare effects of technology news shocks in various New
Keynesian models. When the only friction is price stickiness, technology shocks are non-distortionary
under the optimal monetary policy and technology news shocks improve welfare. However, with more
frictions or under sub-optimal monetary policy, technology shocks can be distortionary and news about
them can reduce welfare.
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presence of specific heterogeneity, market incompleteness, or inefficiency that may

arise from uninsurable idiosyncratic risk or from the overlapping generation structure

or from inefficient coordination.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set up sim-

ple, three period models and show that selective transparency is desirable. Section

3 demonstrates the robustness of our results by numerical exercises using a general

stochastic neoclassical growth model. In Section 4, we quantify welfare loss from

transparency by extending the model of Hansen and Imrohoroglu (2016) to incorpo-

rate policy uncertainty. Section 5 discusses sustainability of selective transparency

and possible consequences of introducing heterogeneity. Section 6 concludes.

1.1 Related literature

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to explore the welfare conse-

quences of announcing future policy actions in a standard general equilibrium model

with well-defined social welfare. There are a number of positive studies that empha-

size the importance of anticipated fiscal shocks. Ramey (2011) reexamines the size of

the fiscal multiplier considering the timing of the spending news, and Mertens and

Ravn (2011, 2012) examine the effects of anticipated and pre-announced tax shocks in

the U.S. Yang (2005) uses a real business cycle model with anticipated tax shocks to

show that a standard SVAR exercise is misspecified under fiscal foresight and that it is

unable to recover the correct impulse responses when applied to the model-generated

data. Leeper, Walker, and Yang (2013) show that tax foresight creates difficulties in

econometric inference on the effectiveness of fiscal policy and examine both narrative

and DSGE approaches to resolve this problem. Bi, Leeper, and Leith (2013) examine

whether fiscal consolidation leads to economic expansion under uncertainty about the

timing of the consolidation, as well as its composition (tax rises/spending cuts). The
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authors investigate the role of anticipated consolidation, which is modeled as policy

news shocks. Evans, Honkapohja, and Mitra (2009) analyze the responses to the an-

ticipated fiscal policy under adaptive learning. These analyses are positive ones and

do not ask whether making announcement is socially beneficial or not, while ours is

normative.

There is a vast literature on the role of policymaker’s communication when pri-

vate agents are heterogeneously and privately informed, following the seminal work

by Morris and Shin (2002). The literature has found that transparency, modeled as

an increased precision of a publicly observed signal, is not always welfare-enhancing.

The underlying mechanism of this finding is strategic complementarity of individu-

als’ actions, which can result in excessive use of a public signal because it is useful to

predict others’ actions (Amato, Morris, and Shin, 2002). Quite obviously, the mecha-

nism at work in our paper is different; there is no strategic interaction, and a public

signal does not help predict others’ actions in our representative-agent framework. In

Section 5 we discuss potential implications of introducing heterogeneously informed

private agents to our setting, and also relate our results with a conjecture made in

Angeletos and Pavan (2007).

Fujiwara and Waki (2015) examine the role of Delphic forward guidance in mone-

tary policy using New Keynesian models in which the central bank has private infor-

mation about various future shocks.4 As in the present paper, it is shown that secrecy

about some shocks can be desirable from the ex ante point of view.5 The main mecha-

nism in their paper is the forward-looking New Keynesian Phillips curve that obtains

under the sticky price friction. The present paper only concerns models without nom-

inal rigidities but obtains the same results.

4Shocks can be either distortionary or efficient, and can affect not only policy variables but also
economic fundamentals.

5Interestingly, in some model specifications, it is found that productivity news shocks reduce wel-
fare. This is because productivity shocks can be distortionary when there are multiple frictions or when
monetary policy is suboptimal.
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2 A simple analytical framework

We begin our analysis with a simple three-period model in which a future fiscal pol-

icy action is stochastic. The representative household has access to linear saving tech-

nology and, therefore, fiscal forward guidance can in general affect the equilibrium

outcome through the household’s expectations and saving decision.

2.1 The model

Time is discrete and there are three periods, t ∈ {0, 1, 2}. There are two actors in the

economy: the representative household and the government. Fiscal policy actions

such as tax and spending take place in period 2. They are exogenous random vari-

ables and are the only source of uncertainty. In period 0, both parties are endowed

with common information regarding the period-2 fiscal policy, which is represented

by a σ-field F0. We will use a shorthand E0[.] to denote the expectation operator con-

ditional on the period-0 information, E[.|F0]. At the beginning of time 1, the govern-

ment receives private information about the time-2 policy actions and may communi-

cate some information to the household. The representative household then chooses

consumption and savings optimally, conditional on the available information, and an

equilibrium realizes.

The information possessed by the household in period 1 after the government has

conveyed some information is represented by a σ-fieldFP1 withF0 ⊂ FP1 . Conditional

expectation given FP1 , E[.|FP1 ], is denoted by EP1 [.]. The superscript P is attached to

emphasize that it is the private sector’s expectation.

After the communication, the representative household solves

max
C1,C2,S1

lnC1 + EP1 [lnC2]
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subject to

C1 + S1 = Y1

C2 = (1− τK2 )S1 + T2

where Y1 is exogenous income in period 1, T2 is lump-sum transfer from the govern-

ment in period 2, and τK2 is the savings tax in period 2.

All the fiscal policy actions take place in period 2, and the government budget

constraint is given by

G2 + T2 = τK2 S1,

where G2 denotes wasteful spending by the government in period 2.

The equilibrium condition is given by the Euler equation

1

C1

= EP1 [
1

C2

(1− τK2 )], (1)

and the resource constraints in two periods:

C2 = S1 −G2, (2)

C1 = Y1 − S1. (3)

Let s := S1/Y1 be the saving rate. Then the equilibrium condition can be summarized

by the following equation:

1 = EP1 [
1− s

s−G2/Y1
(1− τK2 )]. (4)

We consider three fiscal policy specifications. The first specification assumes that

the saving tax τK2 is random and that the tax revenue is fully rebated back to the
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household: T2 = τK2 S1 and G2 = 0. In the second specification, the government

spending G2 is random and is financed fully by the lump-sum tax: G2 = −T2 and

τK2 = 0. In the last specification, the spending to output ratio, G2/S1, is random.

2.2 Distortionary tax only

First we consider the case in which the government rebates the tax revenue back to

the household and G2 = 0.6 Equation (4) then reduces to

s

1− s
= EP1 [1− τK2 ].

Let X denote the household’s period-1 conditional expectation of the after-tax rate,

i.e. X = EP1 [1− τK2 ]. Then we can write the household’s equilibrium utility evaluated

in period 1 as a function of X :

lnC1 + EP1 [lnC2] = ln(1− s) + ln s+ 2 lnY1 = f(X),

where the function f is defined by f(x) := ln x− 2 ln(1 + x) + 2 lnY1.

Once the household receives its information about future taxes, X = EP1 [1 − τK2 ]

takes a particular value, x, pinning down the above utility value at f(x). We call it

the ex post social welfare, as it corresponds to a particular realization of X . Figure 1

depicts the function f . It is single-peaked at x = 1, because x = 1 corresponds to the

case where the expected tax rate is zero and where the first-best saving rate is chosen

in equilibrium. Quite obviously, the household’s equilibrium utility evaluated at time

1 is high (low) when the expected tax happens to be close to (away from, respectively)

zero.

What we would like to understand, however, is whether it is good, from the ex ante

6As Ricardian equivalence holds, this kind of lump-sum transfer can also be interpreted as debt
repayment when there is some outstanding government debt in period 1.
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x

f(x)

1

f(1) = −2 ln 2 + 2 lnY1

Figure 1: Ex post social welfare as a function of a realization x of EP1 [1− τK2 ]

point of view, to enable the household to forecast future policy actions better, and not

whether it is good or bad that the household’s tax expectations take a particular value.

We use ex ante welfare as a criterion. Ex ante welfare is the household’s equilibrium

expected utility evaluated at time 0 and, therefore, equals

E0[f(X)] = E0

[
f
(
EP1 [1− τK2 ]

)]
.

Interestingly, as shown in the following proposition, the more information the house-

hold has access to at time 1, the smaller is ex-ante welfare.

Proposition 1 Suppose that 0 < 1 − τK2 < 1 +
√
2 almost everywhere. Let FP1 and F̃P1 be

two σ-fields satisfying F0 ⊂ FP1 ⊂ F̃P1 (i.e. FP1 is coarser than F̃P1 ). Then

E0

[
f
(
E[1− τK2 |FP1 ]

)]
≥ E0

[
f
(
E[1− τK2 |F̃P1 ]

)]
.

I.e. ex ante welfare is weakly bigger when the household’s period-1 information set is given by

FP1 than it is when the household’s period-1 information set is FP1 . The inequality is strict if

and only if E[1− τK2 |FP1 ] 6= E[1− τK2 |F̃P1 ] with strictly positive probability.
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The assumption that 0 < 1 − τK2 < 1 +
√
2 is not at all restrictive as it allows any

tax rate between −100
√
2% (i.e. more than 100% subsidy) and 100%.

The proof is based on two simple facts: (1) the function f is strictly concave on

[0, 1 +
√
2] and (2) E[1 − τK2 |F̃P1 ] is, loosely speaking, a mean-preserving spread of

E[1 − τK2 |FP1 ]. Let X := E[1 − τK2 |FP1 ] and X̃ := E[1 − τK2 |F̃P1 ]. Because 0 < 1 − τK2 <

1 +
√
2 almost everywhere, both X and X̃ always take values on [0, 1 +

√
2]. Because

f is strictly concave on the same interval, Jensen’s inequality implies

E0[f(X̃)] = E0

[
E[f(X̃)|FP1 ]

]
≤ E0

[
f(E[X̃|FP1 ])

]
= E0

[
f(X)

]
.

The intuition is as follows. Because the first-best allocation is constant and the

representative household is risk-averse, it is socially undesirable when an equilibrium

allocation becomes more risky. When the household is given more information about

future taxes, its tax expectations EP1 [1 − τK2 ] become more accurate and move with

the newly provided information that was not forecastable originally. It is as if the

expectations are hit with an additional, orthogonal shock. Formally, we have

X̃ = X +
{
E[1− τK2 |F̃P1 ]− E[1− τK2 |FP1 ]

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

”updating” term

. (5)

The updating term in (5) is, by definition, orthogonal to X and has mean zero condi-

tional on FP1 . Therefore, X̃ is a mean-preserving spread of X , and more information

makes an equilibrium allocation more risky.

2.3 Spending shock only

When government spending is random and financed only by the lump-sum tax, it

turns out that information revelation is weakly beneficial for ex ante welfare.
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This is because the equilibrium allocation solves the following social planner’s

problem:

max
C1,C2,S1

E0

[
lnC1 + EP1 [lnC2]

]
(= E0[lnC1 + lnC2])

subject to the resource constraints (2) and (3) and the information constraint that the

time-1 choice, (C1, S1), depends only on the information available to the household

at time 1.7 When the household’s information set is improved, the last constraint is

(weakly) relaxed and, therefore, ex ante welfare never decreases. If additional infor-

mation changes the planner’s optimal choice with non-zero probability, ex ante wel-

fare strictly improves. The logic clearly extends to more general models in which, for

example, the household’s planning horizon is more than two periods, the household’s

utility is not log utility, etc., as far as an equilibrium outcome is efficient.

2.4 Spending-to-output ratio shock

Another common assumption made in DSGE models is that the government spending

to output ratio follows an exogenous stochastic process. Now we denote ψ2 := G2/S1

and assume it is random.

Let us assume first that spending is financed by lump-sum tax only: G2 = −T2 and

τK2 = 0. Equation (4) then reduces to

s

1− s
= EP1 [

1

1− ψ2

] = EP1
[
1−

(
1− 1

1− ψ2

)]
.

The equilibrium condition is identical to the above distortionary-tax-only case except

that τK2 is replaced by 1−1/(1−ψ2). Then Proposition 1 implies that more information

about ψ2, reduces welfare if 1/(1− ψ2) ∈ (0, 1 +
√
2).

Why doesn’t the result in Section 2.3 apply here, even though there is no distor-

7Formally, the last constraint is the ”measurability” constraint that the choice (C1, S1) is measurable
with respect to the σ-field that represents the household’s information at time 1.
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tionary tax? The reason is that the equilibrium is indeed inefficient due to the endo-

geneity of G2. The social marginal return on saving equals 1−ψ2 because the fraction

ψ2 is used for wasteful spending, but the private return on saving equals 1 because

the household does not internalize G2 = ψ2S1. The spending-to-output ratio shock is

thus distortionary and more information about it is as harmful as is more information

about distortionary tax.

An equilibrium becomes efficient if spending is fully financed by the linear saving

tax τK2 . Note that the government budget constraint is given by G2 = τK2 S1. Together

with ψ2 = G2/S1, it follows that ψ2 = τK2 . Then the private marginal return on saving

becomes 1 − τK2 , which equals the social marginal return on saving. The discussion

in Section 2.3 then applies. However, in the present log utility model, equation (4)

becomes

1 = EP1 [
1− s

s(1− ψ2)
(1− τK2 )] =

1− s
s

,

and thus the equilibrium saving rate is invariant at the first-best level of 1/2. Hence,

ex ante welfare is constant regardless of the information possessed by the household

at time 1. In Section 2.5.1 we argue that ex ante welfare indeed strictly improves with

information for general CRRA utility functions.8

This case suggests that the welfare consequences of information may depend on

the correlation between spending and distortionary tax. In Section 3.2 we examine

the role of correlation.

2.5 Generalizations

In Appendix A we generalize the above results using the three-period model with a

general CRRA utility function and the infinite horizon model of Brock and Mirman

(1972). Conveying news about future spending shocks is welfare improving in both

8Note that the same implication obtains when the saving tax τK2 is random and all the revenue is
used for spending.
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models when there is no distortionary tax for the reason we have described above

and, therefore, we focus on the implications of distortionary taxes below.

2.5.1 A general CRRA utility function

As in the log utility case, providing more information about future capital income

taxes revenue from which is rebated back as a lump-sum transfer is detrimental to ex

ante welfare, when the after-tax rate 1 − τK2 takes values within a certain range.9 Ex

post social welfare is concave within an interval around 1, as in the log-utility case.

However, ex ante welfare increases with information when the spending-to-output

ratio, ψ2 = G2/S1, always equals the saving tax rate, τK2 for a general CRRA utility

case. Equation (4) becomes

s

1− s
= EP1 [(1− τK2 )1−σ]

1
σ ,

where σ is the relative risk aversion parameter. It can be shown that the household’s

equilibrium utility is convex in a realization of X = EP1 [(1 − τK2 )1−σ] and, therefore, if

the household is enabled to forecast (1 − τK2 )1−σ better (with positive probability), ex

ante welfare is strictly improved. Figure 2 depicts ex post social welfare as a function

of a realization x of X , with σ = 0.2 and Y1 = 1. The log utility is a knife-edge case in

which the information provision is irrelevant.

2.5.2 Brock-Mirman model

Although the fiscal forward guidance in the above three-period model is about the fu-

ture tax rate, perhaps it is more interesting to examine the case in which fiscal forward

guidance is about the timing of a policy change. Private agents in a highly-indebted

9The range varies with the relative risk aversion parameter. However, for each value of relative risk
aversion, we can find such a range that contains 1 in its interior.
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x

f(x)

1
f(1) = 2σ−2

1−σ

Figure 2: Social welfare as a function of a realization x of EP [(1− τK2 )1−σ]

country may expect that fiscal consolidation will take place at some point in future

but may not be sure about the exact timing of its occurrence.

In Appendix A we show two results for the Brock-Mirman model. First, provid-

ing information reduces ex ante welfare not only when it is about the tax rate but also

when it is about the timing of future tax changes. Second, revealing information about

a future second-moment shock (an ”uncertainty” shock) to the saving tax volatility is

also welfare-reducing. We generalize the first result in Section 3 for a general neoclas-

sical growth model.

2.6 Discussion

So far we have seen that the welfare effect of forward guidance depends crucially on

the nature of a policy shock — whether it is a distortionary tax or spending shock

— and whether policy actions are orthogonal or correlated. In the next section we

investigate this issue further in a more general stochastic general equilibrium model

that incorporates various distortionary taxes.

It is important to note that the undesirability of revealing information about the

saving tax shock does not require that an equilibrium has zero distortion when the
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household is ”uninformed,” i.e. EP1 [1 − τK2 ] = 1 with probability one when no in-

formation is provided by the government. In such a case, any information moves its

expectation away from 1, which is the peak of the function f , and, therefore, any news

is bad news. This resembles a standard, well-known result in the capital taxation lit-

erature — non-zero capital income tax is non-distortionary when it is completely a

surprise. However, the analogy is valid only in the special case where the private sec-

tor expects zero distortion on average. The negative welfare effect of news holds true

even when EP1 [1 − τK2 ] 6= 1 with some probability when the government provides no

news, despite the fact that some news can move EP1 [1−τK2 ] closer to one and improves

the ex post welfare, i.e. some news may be good news.

Because it is possible that credible revelation of tax news increases ex post wel-

fare for some realizations of news, being secretive about future policy shocks is time-

inconsistent. When the tax distortion happens to be smaller than expected, such in-

formation is good news and ex post welfare increases if the household obtains the

information. If the government is unable to commit to its communication policy, then

it may be tempted to release some information to the private sector to raise ex post

welfare even when it is undesirable ex ante.

3 A general neoclassical growth model

Now we set up a general standard neoclassical growth model that includes shocks to

various distortionary taxes as well as to spending. The purpose is to examine the wel-

fare effects of information dissemination in a case where the timing of policy change is

uncertain and in a case where the spending and tax shocks are imperfectly correlated.

We also use a version of this model to quantify the welfare effect using a tax reform

considered in Hansen and Imrohoroglu (2016). Analytical results are also obtained

but only for some special cases. We abstract from growth for simplicity. Sticky price
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models are examined in Fujiwara and Waki (2015).

As in the previous three-period model, all economic agents start their lives in pe-

riod 0 with the same information; from period 1 on, while the private sector observes

contemporaneous shocks perfectly, the government observes more information about

future shocks than does the private sector.

We investigate the welfare effects of making the private sector more informed

about future policy shocks. Specifically, the private sector is assumed to observe

n-period ahead shocks each period, i.e. the household receives tax/spending news

shocks, and we compare ex ante welfare by varying n from 0. To maintain symmetric

information in period 0, we assume that no news is observed in period 0 and that in

period 1 the private sector observes shocks that will hit the economy from period 1 to

period n+ 1.

Hereafter we denote aggregate variables by uppercase letters and individual-level

variables by lowercase letters: ct, kt, and lt denote consumption, capital, and labor at

the individual level in period t, and Ct, Kt, and Lt denote the same variables at the

aggregate level.

The representative household maximizes

u(c1)− v(l1) + EP1
∞∑
t=2

βt−1{u(ct)− v(lt)}

subject to

(1 + τCt )ct + kt+1 = (1− τKt )rtkt + (1− τLt )wtlt + (1− δ)kt + Tt,

taking the initial capital k1 = K1 as given. Functions u and v are iso-elastic and given

by, respectively, u(c) = (c1−σ − 1)/(1− σ) and v(l) = χl1+η/(1 + η), where χ and η are

strictly positive.
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The representative firm owns the Cobb-Douglas production technology Y = KαL1−α

and maximizes its profit taking the rental rate for capital, r, and wage, w, as given. Its

optimality condition is given by rt = αKα−1
t L1−α

t and wt = (1− α)Kα
t L
−α
t .

The government uses its tax revenue for spending, G, and lump-sum transfer to

the household, T . Its budget constraint is

τCt Ct + τKt rtKt + τLt wtLt = Gt + Tt.

We omit the government debt because we assume either the Ricardian equivalence or

balanced budget with Tt = 0.

Finally, the resource constraint is

Ct +Kt+1 = Kα
t L

1−α
t + (1− δ)Kt. (6)

We again use ex ante welfare defined by E0

∑∞
t=1 β

t−1{u(ct)− v(lt)}.

3.1 Timing uncertainty

First we consider a case with timing uncertainty for a policy change. Our preferred

interpretation is that the government may have some discretion over the exact timing

of implementing policy changes.10 Also, as illustrated by Mertens and Ravn (2012),

implementation lags across tax liability changes are widely distributed, suggesting

that the timing of implementation may be uncertain ex ante.11

To model the timing uncertainty, we assume that the private sector knows that

10In 2011, the then Japanese Prime Minister Noda announced the consumption tax hike to 8% in 2014
and then to 10% in 2015, and it was approved by the upper house plenary session. In 2014, after the
first tax increase to 8%, the Prime Minister Abe postponed the second tax increase but made it explicit
that it should be implemented in 2017. It was postponed further in 2016.

11Of course, one can find cases in which implementation timing have been clearly announced. For
example, D’Acunto, Hoang, and Weber (2016) estimate the impact of unexpected VAT rate change, of
which implementation timing was announced explicitly.
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Table 1: Parameter values for the model with timing uncertainty

Preference parameters
Discount factor, β 0.96
Relative risk aversion, σ 1
Labor disutility weight, χ 1
Inverse of the Frisch elasticity of labor supply, η 1
Technology parameters
Capital share parameter, α 0.3
Depreciation rate, δ 0.1
Fiscal policy parameters in the steady state
Spending share in output, G/Y 0.2
Consumption tax, τC 0.1
Capital income tax, τK 0.2
Labor income tax, τL 0.2

distortionary tax or government spending will change to a known level but does not

know exactly when the change will occur. Although the model has four policy vari-

ables, (τCt , τKt , τLt , Gt), we examine them individually by turning on only one of them

at a time and fixing others at constant values. For qualitative illustration, the model

is calibrated to annual frequency. Parameter values are reported in Table 1. The ini-

tial capital K1 is set to 80% of the steady-state level.12 We use the endogenous grid

method to compute a recursive competitive equilibrium. Details of computation are

given in Appendix B.

Our main finding is that the results in the three period model hold true in this

general setting too. Namely, news about a future distortionary tax change reduces ex

ante welfare but news about a future spending change increases it.

12Although the initial level of K1 affects the welfare level, it has only a negligible effect on how
welfare changes as more news is made available for the private sector.
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Figure 3: Ex ante and ex post welfare measured in consumption unit: the case of
capital income tax cut

3.1.1 Capital income tax

Imagine that private agents, in period 0, know that capital income tax will be reduced

at some point after period 1 but the timing of tax reduction is uncertain, because, for

example, the government has left the exact timing of the tax cut at its discretion. To

model this situation, we assume that τKt follows a two-state Markov chain with initial

condition τK1 = 30%, that τKt switches from 30% to the steady state value of 20% with

probability 1− p, and that 20% is the absorbing state. We set p = 0.8.

Figure 3a shows that ex ante welfare decreases with n. In particular, it decreases

steeply for small n’s, suggesting that the marginal welfare loss from additional in-

formation is bigger when the private agents do not possess much information about

future shocks. For the purpose of comparison, Mertens and Ravn (2012) report that

the median anticipation horizon for anticipated tax shocks is six quarters in the post-

World War II US data, which is indeed where the marginal welfare loss is large in

the figure. Secrecy emerges as an optimal communication policy regarding future tax

changes. This optimality in secrecy also implies that the government should annouce
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future tax changes with a minimum implementation lag possible.

Now we use the n = 10 case to illustrate the time-inconsistency problem. At time

1, there are 11 possibilities: the household foresees either that the capital income tax

will be reduced for sure at time t ∈ {2, 3, ..., 11} or that the tax will be cut after t = 12.

For each possibility we compute ex post welfare in period 1 and plot it in Figure 3b

with the tax-cut timing on the horizontal axis. Ex post welfare in period 1 is decreasing

in the tax-cut timing simply because social welfare increases when it is realized that

a distortionary tax will be reduced quickly and decreases when it is realized that a

distortionary tax will stay high for long periods.13 If the tax cut happens to occur

early (late), ex post welfare is higher (lower) than ex ante welfare. Therefore, if the

government is unable to commit to secrecy, it is tempted to announce the timing of

the tax cut when it is relatively early and a time-inconsistency problem arises.

3.1.2 Labor income tax

Now we switch the processes of capital and labor income taxes: the capital income

tax rate is constant at 20% and the labor income tax is assumed to follow the afore-

mentioned two-state Markov chain with the initial tax rate being 30%.

Figure 4 displays ex ante and ex post welfare. Results are qualitatively the same as

before — ex ante welfare decreases with n and ex post welfare when n = 10 decreases

with the anticipated timing of tax cut. Interestingly, although the effect on ex ante

welfare is much smaller than in the capital income tax case, the effect on ex post wel-

fare, as measured by the slope of ex post welfare graph, is larger. Unlike in the capital

income tax case, learning that the tax cut will occur very soon has a strong positive

effect on ex post welfare and weakens the negative effect of information on ex ante

welfare.

13The slope of ex post welfare graph is reversed if we consider a tax hike instead of a tax cut.
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Figure 4: Ex ante and ex post welfare measured in consumption unit: the case of labor
income tax cut

3.1.3 Consumption tax

For a consumption tax cut from 20% to 10%, the results are qualitatively similar to the

capital income tax cut case as shown in Figure 5.

3.1.4 Spending

For the spending news case, we assume that government spending is initially 10% of

the steady state output and then doubles. All distortionary taxes are constant.

Figure 6 displays ex ante and ex post welfare. Even though the equilibrium is not

efficient, news about future spending increases ex ante welfare.

3.1.5 Robustness

The welfare effect of announcement declines when taxes are made less distortionary.

For example, when σ is raised from unity, it reduces the welfare effect by lowering

the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. A lower elasticity of intertemporal substi-

tution implies that the household’s response to news about intertemporal distortion
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Figure 5: Ex ante and ex post welfare measured in consumption unit: the case of
consumption tax cut
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Figure 6: Ex ante and ex post welfare measured in consumption unit: the case of
government spending increase
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is small, and thus the capital income tax news has a small effect on the equilibrium

outcome. Another example is when the capital income tax is imposed on the after-

depreciation rental rate, rt − δ, not on the rental rate itself, rt. When depreciation is

subtracted from taxable income, it reduces the intertemporal distortion from a given

capital income tax rate and, again, the tax news shock has a smaller effect on the

equilibrium.

3.2 Correlation between spending and taxes

Given that news has differential welfare effects depending on whether it is about

spending or about distortionary taxes, it is of interest to examine cases where these

shocks are, potentially imperfectly, correlated.

Here we examine the spectrum of correlation between -1 and 1. Perhaps it is easy

to imagine when they have positive correlation. Positive correlation occurs, for exam-

ple, when tax revenue adjusts to satisfy spending need. Negative correlation is also

likely if we consider fiscal consolidation during which the government cuts spending

while raising taxes.14

To examine imperfect correlation cases, it is convenient to assume that tax and

spending shocks follow continuous stochastic processes.

The consumption tax is set to a constant value of 10%. We assume that the capital

and labor income tax rates are the same τLt = τLt = τt. Both Gt and τt are modeled as

AR(1) processes:

lnGt = (1− ρ) lnGss + ρ lnGt−1 + εgt , (7)

ln τt = (1− ρ) ln τss + ρ ln τt−1 + ετt . (8)

14One may think that a positive correlation is the standard case. However, using the US narra-
tive record, Romer and Romer (2010) find that spending-driven tax changes have been virtually non-
existent after 1975 and that deficit-driven tax changes occurred rather frequently between late 1970s
and early 1990s.
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We set parameters so that the two processes are roughly comparable. First, we use the

same AR(1) coefficient, ρ, so that they are equally persistent. Second, the variances of

innovations, εgt and ετt , are set to the same number and the steady state relationship

τss = Gss/Yss is imposed, so that spending, Gt, and a proxy for tax revenue, τtYss,

follow the same stochastic process.

We consider two specifications. In the first specification, the n-period ahead tax

shock is perfectly observed and is correlated with a shock to spending, but spending

is also hit by a contemporaneous shock. In the second specification, it is the spending

shock that is perfectly observed and a contemporaneous shock is to the tax rate. More

formally, the two specifications are given as follows: for v > 0 and γ ∈ [−1, 1],

ετt =
√
vuτt−n, εgt =

√
v(
√
1− γ2ugt + γuτt−n) (9)

εgt =
√
vugt−n, ετt =

√
v(γugt−n +

√
1− γ2uτt ) (10)

where ugt and uτt are IID white noise with unit variance and independent with each

other. The subscript for uτ and ug denotes when these shocks are observed. Note that

in both specifications v = var(εgt ) = var(ετt ) and that γ is the correlation coefficient of

ετt and εgt .

Parameter values are reported in Figure 2. The model is calibrated to quarterly

frequency.

Because the state space is high dimensional for large n and is also continuous, we

solve the model by a second order approximation using Dynare. By including the

recursion Vt = u(ct)− v(lt) + βEtVt+1 in the system, we obtain the policy function for

V as a quadratic function of the state variables and shocks. It is straightforward to

compute its expected value.15

15Because (ui1−n, u
i
2−n, ..., u

i
0) with i ∈ {τ, g} are assumed to be observed at the beginning of pe-

riod 1, we take expectations over these shocks when computing ex ante welfare based on the time-0
information.
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Table 2: Parameter values for the model with correlated shocks

Preference parameters
Discount factor, β 0.99
Relative risk aversion, σ 1
Labor disutility weight, χ 1
Inverse of the Frisch elasticity of labor supply, η 1
Technology parameters
Capital share parameter, α 0.3
Depreciation rate, δ 0.03
Fiscal policy parameters in the steady state
Spending share in output, G/Y 0.2
Consumption tax, τC 0.1
Capital income tax, τK 0.2
Labor income tax, τL 0.2
Fiscal policy shock parameters
AR(1) coefficient, ρ 0.9
Unconditional variance of lnGt and ln τt, v/(1− ρ2) 0.0025
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Figure 7: Welfare gain from news at different levels of correlation
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Figure 7a shows, at each level of correlation, how ex ante welfare changes as we

increase n in the first specification. Ex ante welfare when n = 0 is normalized at 0

for each value of the correlation coefficient and welfare for n ≥ 1 are expressed in

expressed in consumption-equivalence (%). When shocks are uncorrelated (γ = 0),

receiving the tax news is still detrimental to ex ante welfare. Therefore, the mere

presence of a spending shock does not change the welfare implication of distortionary

tax news. The welfare effect remains negative unless the correlation coefficient is

raised to a sufficiently positive value. However, very strong positive correlation is

not required to generate a positive welfare effect of news. The welfare effect of news

turns positive when the correlation exceeds approximately 0.2.

Figure 7b shows the results for the second specification. Again, even in the pres-

ence of a distortionary tax shock, the spending news improves ex ante welfare when

two shocks are uncorrelated. For the welfare effect of news to be negative, strong neg-

ative correlation is needed. Note also that when the correlation coefficient is around

-0.7 the welfare effect of news is non-monotonic in n. Welfare can decrease with n

when n is small and then start increasing with n.

Comparison between Figure 7a and Figure 7b reveals that, for a given correlation

structure and given n, ex ante welfare is higher when future spending shocks are

made perfectly forecastable than it is when future tax shocks are made perfectly fore-

castable. The noisier the tax news, the higher the welfare. And the less noisier the

spending news, the higher the welfare. Figure 8 shows the result when both shocks

are perfectly observed in advance.16

In sum, in order to improve welfare through communication, the government

should provide accurate information about future spending shocks but should refrain

from doing so for future distortionary tax shocks. With such selective transparency,

fiscal forward guidance can generate ex ante welfare gain unless the spending and tax

16In other words, ετt =
√
vuτt−n and εgt =

√
v(
√

1− γ2ugt−n + γuτt−n).
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Figure 8: Welfare gain from news when both shocks are predictable

shocks have strong negative correlation. However, when these shocks are strongly

and negatively correlated, the government should not reveal spending news either.

This suggests that constructive ambiguity about future fiscal consolidation can be

welfare improving, because spending and taxes are expected to have negative cor-

relation under fiscal consolidation.

4 Quantifying the welfare effects

As the last exercise, we quantify the welfare effect of fiscal forward guidance based

on a particular policy proposal for fiscal consolidation in Japan. Hansen and Im-

rohoroglu (2016) use a neoclassical growth model to quantify the fiscal adjustment

needed for Japan to reduce the long-run debt to output ratio to 60%. One of their pol-

icy experiments involves a very sharp increase in consumption tax to approximately

60% when the debt-to-GDP ratio hits 250% and then a decline to 47% when the debt-

to-GDP ratio reaches the assumed target of 60%.

We use the Markov switching model in Section 3.1 and choose most parameter val-

ues from Hansen and Imrohoroglu (2016). The parameter values are reported in Table
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Table 3: Parameter values for the Hansen-Imrohoroglu experiment

Preference parameters
Discount factor, β 0.9677
Relative risk aversion, σ 1
Labor disutility weight, χ 22.6331
Inverse of the Frisch elasticity of labor supply, η 2
Technology parameters
Capital share parameter, α 0.3783
Depreciation rate, δ 0.0842
Fiscal policy parameters in the steady state
Spending share in output, G/Y 0.2362
Consumption tax, τC 0.5
Capital income tax, τK 0.3557
Labor income tax, τL 0.3324

3.17 Policy uncertainty is modeled as follows. All taxes other than the consumption

tax, as well as government spending, are fixed at constant values. The consumption

tax follows a two-state Markov chain. The initial tax rate is 8%. The tax rate changes

to 50% with probability 0.3 each period, and 50% is the absorbing state. Because the

fiscal reform takes place in year 2018 in Hansen and Imrohoroglu (2016), we choose

the transition probability of 0.3 to make the probability of the fiscal reform not taking

place for 10 years sufficiently low. It is 0.710 ≈ 0.028 < 0.03 with our choice.18

As in the previous experiments, we allow private agents to observe the tax rates

in the next n periods and measure ex ante welfare for different values of n. Figure

9 shows ex ante welfare as a function of n. Because the possible consumption tax

change is large, the decline in ex ante welfare is also large. Ex ante welfare loss from

observing the n-period-ahead tax rate monotonically increases to around 0.04% as we

17We do not incorporate utility from real bond holdings and, therefore, debt repayment is equivalent
to lump-sum transfer. We also abstract from technology and population growth, but their values are
almost zero in Hansen and Imrohoroglu (2016).

18We rule out the possibility that delayed consolidation requires higher tax rates. Bi, Leeper, and
Leith (2013) take it into account and investigate the consequences from fiscal consolidations in a model
where timing and composition of fiscal consolidation is uncertain.
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Figure 9: Ex ante welfare in consumption unit

increase n, and most of the loss materializes when n is raised from 0 to 3. There is a

welfare gain from constructive ambiguity about the timing of fiscal consolidation, and

this gain is comparable to the gain from business cycle smoothing in a real business

cycle model.

5 Discussion

Now we discuss the sustainability of selective transparency and possible implications

of introducing heterogeneity.

5.1 Is selective transparency sustainable?

Our results suggest that, from the ex ante point of view, it is socially desirable for the

government to be selectively transparent about its future course of actions. However,

selective transparency may not be sustainable for the following reasons.

First, as we have discussed already, being secretive about future tax shocks is time

inconsistent. Therefore, sustaining secrecy may be difficult unless the government
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has a commitment ability or faces sufficiently strong punishment after revealing tax

news.

Second, the government may indeed be subject to pressure to announce its private

information. This is because an individual agent can profit from unilaterally obtain-

ing more information including future tax shocks; holding fixed all variables that she

takes as given, obtaining more information must weakly increase her objective func-

tion. Hirshleifer (1971), by considering a model with technological (i.e. not policy)

shocks, shows that the private gain from information acquisition and dissemination

may exist even if the information does not have any social value.19 Hence, when in-

formation acquisition and dissemination are costly, these costs will be simply wasted.

Things are worse in our setting: the social value of tax news is indeed negative, but

the private sector nonetheless has the motivation and may waste resources trying to

acquire that information.

A formal analysis is warranted to understand when selective transparency is not

sustainable as an equilibrium outcome in a strategic setting, and how much informa-

tion is revealed in equilibrium.

5.2 Departures from a representative agent framework

Throughout the paper we have focused on a representative-agent framework. Now

we discuss the possibility that household heterogeneity may strengthen the case for

the selective transparency.

There are numerous studies following Morris and Shin (2002) that examine the

role of information provision by a policymaker when private agents receive idiosyn-

cratic private signals — hence are heterogeneously informed — about the state of

19He points out that a privately informed agent can benefit from using the information to adjust her
asset position, from taking a speculative asset position and then publicizing the information, and from
resale of the information.
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economy. When the dispersion of private agents’ actions causes inefficiency, a public

signal increases welfare by reducing the dispersion. More precise public information,

however, can reduce social welfare when individuals have a stronger than socially de-

sirable coordination motive. In a static example with a quadratic objective function,

Angeletos and Pavan (2007) show that more precise public or private information

increases welfare if the signal is about an ”efficient” shock, which moves the social

and private objectives in the same way, and that it decreases welfare if it is about an

”inefficient” shock, which acts as a wedge between the social and private objectives.

Based on the example, they conjecture that ”if business cycles are driven primarily by

shocks in markups or other distortions that induce a countercyclical efficiency gap, it

is possible that providing markets with information that helps predict these shocks

may reduce welfare.” Although there is no clear mapping from our general dynamic

economy to their example economy, perhaps it is natural to interpret a spending news

shock as an efficient shock, and a distortionary tax news shock as an inefficient one.

Then our main finding indeed provides supporting evidence for their conjecture, even

though there is no heterogeneity across private agents in our model. Therefore, we

conjecture that our main finding of differential welfare effects from the two types

of news shocks could be strengthened when private agents are heterogeneously in-

formed.

Heterogeneity may provide a channel through which selective transparency im-

proves welfare. For example, Hirshleifer (1971) considers a complete market model

in which households have heterogeneous state-contingent endowment patterns. Pub-

lic information revelation that occurs before trading and that affects people’s beliefs

about future states makes households’ wealth more risky in the following sense. In-

formation that makes people believe that some states are less likely will lower the

price of state-contingent claims for these states and thus lower the value of wealth

for individuals who possess the corresponding claims disproportionately. From the
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ex ante point of view, risk-averse individual households may want to avoid such risk

and to choose to prohibit public information revelation. Therefore, our conjecture is

that when there is policy uncertainty regarding, or a shock to, resource redistribution

across heterogeneous groups of households, revealing news about it can reduce ex

ante welfare.

6 Conclusion

This paper studies the welfare consequences of fiscal forward guidance. Disclosing

information about future fiscal policy changes can be detrimental to ex ante welfare

when it is about future distortionary tax shocks while it can be welfare-enhancing

if it is about future spending. Therefore, a benevolent fiscal authority may want to

commit, ex ante, to being selectively transparent — being secretive about future tax

shocks while being transparent about future spending shocks. This result is shown

analytically in some models and demonstrated numerically in more general models.

We also demonstrate that welfare gain from secrecy can be sizable for large, but not

totally unrealistic, fiscal adjustments. In an accompanying paper we also examine

the effect of fiscal forward guidance when taxes are chosen optimally to finance an

exogenous series of spending (Fujiwara and Waki, 2016).
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A Appendix: analytical results

A.1 A three-period model with a general CRRA utility function:

distortionary tax only

The representative household chooses consumption and savings:

max
C1,C2,S1

C1−σ
1 − 1

1− σ
+ EP1 [

C1−σ
2 − 1

1− σ
]
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subject to the same set of constraint. Again, we first consider the case in which the

government rebates the tax revenue back to the household. The equilibrium condition

is given by the Euler equation

C−σ1 = EP1 [C−σ2 (1− τK2 )]

and the resource constraints (2) and (3). Then, again, these three equations can be

summarized by a single equation with the saving rate s := S1/Y1:

s

1− s
= EP1 [1− τK2 ]

1
σ .

Let X denote EP1 [1− τK2 ]. Then ex ante welfare is written as a function of X :

E0[
C1−σ

1 − 1

1− σ
+
C1−σ

2 − 1

1− σ
] = Y 1−σ

1 E0[
(1− s)1−σ

1− σ
+

s1−σ

1− σ
]− 2

1− σ

= Y 1−σ
1 E0[g(X;σ)]− 2

1− σ
,

where

g(x;σ) :=
1

1− σ
(1 + x

1−σ
σ )

1

(1 + x
1
σ )1−σ

.

Then, for each σ > 0, g(.;σ) is strictly concave in a neighborhood of x = 1. If the

support of 1− τK2 is contained in the neighborhood, then for FP1 ⊂ F̃P1 we obtain

Y 1−σ
1 E0[g(X̃;σ)] = Y 1−σ

1 E
[
E[g(X̃;σ)|FP1 ]

]
≤ Y 1−σ

1 E[g(X;σ)],

where X := E[1− τK2 |FP1 ] and X̃ := E[1− τK2 |F̃P1 ].
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A.1.1 Spending-to-output ratio shock financed by the saving tax

When the spending-to-output ratio ψ2 = G2/S1 is random and spending is financed

only by the saving tax, we have C2 = (1 − ψ2)S1 = (1 − τK2 )S1 and the equilibrium

condition reduces to
s

1− s
= EP [(1− τK2 )1−σ]

1
σ .

Denoting EP [(1− τK2 )1−σ] by X , we obtain

E0[
C1−σ

1 − 1

1− σ
+
C1−σ

2 − 1

1− σ
] = Y 1−σ

1 E0[
(1− s)1−σ

1− σ
+
s1−σ(1− τK2 )1−σ

1− σ
]− 2

1− σ

= Y 1−σ
1 E0[

(1 +X
1
σ )σ

1− σ
]− 2

1− σ
.

The term (1 + x
1
σ )σ/(1 − σ) is convex in x and, therefore, ex ante welfare improves

when more information is provided.

A.2 Analytical results: the Brock-Mirman model

In this section we argue that our analytical results for the three period model hold

true in an infinite horizon stochastic growth model in Brock and Mirman (1972). Here

we only consider shocks to capital income tax. Government spending is assumed to

be zero.

The only restriction we impose on the stochastic process of capital income tax rates

{τKt }∞t=0 is that an equilibrium exists. Therefore, our specification encapsulates various

scenarios that cannot be analyzed with three-period models. For example, we can

consider a situation in which private agents know that the tax rate will be increased

to a certain level at some future date but are unsure about the exact timing. Another

example is that the autocovariance structure of the tax changes stochastically over

time.
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The representative household maximizes

EP0 [
∞∑
t=0

βt ln ct]

subject to the budget constraint:

ct + kt+1 = (1− τKt )rtkt + wt + Tt, ∀t,

taking the prices {rt, wt}∞t=0 and the fiscal policy {τKt , Tt}∞t=0 as given. The household

supplies one unit of labor inelastically, and capital fully depreciates after production.

The representative firm owns a Cobb-Douglas production function, Y = KαL1−α, and

its first-order condition is given by

rt = αKα−1
t and wt = (1− α)Kα

t . (11)

The government budget constraint is

τKt rtkt = Tt. (12)

The equilibrium condition is:

1

Ct
= βEPt [

1

Ct+1

(1− τKt+1)αK
α−1
t+1 ], ∀t,

Ct +Kt+1 = Kα
t , ∀t,

and the transversality condition limT→∞ β
TEPt [KT+1/CT ] = 0.20

20When we have consumption taxes that converges almost surely, the equilibrium condition is iden-
tical except that the term 1− τKt+1 in the Euler equation is replaced with (1− τKt+1)(1 + τCt )/(1 + τCt+1).
Therefore, all the following results hold in the presence of consumption tax if we replace 1− τKt+1 with
(1− τKt+1)(1 + τCt )/(1 + τCt+1).
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Let Yt = Kα
t and st := Kt+1/Yt. Then we have

st
1− st

= αβEPt [
1

1− st+1

(1− τKt+1)]⇒
1

1− st
= 1 + αβEPt [

1

1− st+1

(1− τKt+1)].

Iterating forward, we obtain

1

1− st
= 1 + EPt

[ ∞∑
j=1

(αβ)j
j∏
i=1

(1− τKt+i)
]
+ lim

J→∞
(αβ)JEPt [

1

1− st+J

J∏
j=1

(1− τKt+j)].

Assume that the last term is zero.21 Then we have

st
1− st

= EPt
[ ∞∑
j=1

(αβ)j
j∏
i=1

(1− τKt+i)
]
.

This is clearly a generalization of the two-period model with log utility.

Let Xt = EPt [
∑∞

j=1(αβ)
j
∏j

i=1(1 − τKt+i)]. Then ex ante utility of the representative

household can be written in terms of {Xt}∞t=0 and parameters only.

Lemma 1 Ex ante welfare equals

αβ

1− αβ
E
[ ∞∑
t=0

βtf(Xt)
]
+
α lnK0

1− αβ
,

where the function f(x) := ln x−(1/αβ) ln(1+x) is strictly concave on
(
0,
√
αβ/(1−

√
αβ)

)
and is strictly convex on (

√
αβ/(1−

√
αβ),∞).

As in the three period model with log utility, when the after-tax rate 1− τKt resides

in the interval on which f is strictly concave, more information is harmful for ex ante

welfare.

Proposition 2 Let F and G be filtrations such that F is coarser than G (i.e. Ft ⊂ Gt for all

21A sufficient condition for this is that 1 − τKt is bounded above by 1/α. Then the transversality
condition implies the convergence to zero.
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t) and that {τKt } is F-adapted. Suppose for all t,

0 <
∞∑
j=1

(αβ)j
j∏
i=1

(1− τKt+i) <
√
αβ

1−
√
αβ

holds almost everywhere.22 Then,

E[f(XFt )] ≥ E[f(XGt )]

for all t, where XFt := E[
∑∞

j=1(αβ)
j
∏j

i=1(1− τKt+i)|Ft] and XGt := E[
∑∞

j=1(αβ)
j
∏j

i=1(1−

τKt+i)|Gt]. Inequality is strict when XFt 6= XGt with positive probability.

If the representative household is provided with information that improves its

expectations of future taxes with positive probability, then the stochastic process of

{Xt}∞t=0 changes with positive probability. In such situations, Proposition 2 together

with Lemma 1 implies that ex ante utility of the household strictly decreases.

A.2.1 Uncertainty shock

The above model encapsulates specifications with uncertainty shocks. Consider the

following stochastic process {zt}∞t=0 with time-varying risk:

zt = zt−1 × (1 + σtεt),

where εt is an I.I.D. random variable that is distributed over [−1, 1] symmetrically

around 0. Here {σt}∞t=0 is a potentially persistent process in the interval [σ, σ] ⊂ R+.

Let z and z be such that 0 < z < z < 1/
√
αβ. Suppose that z0 ∈ (z, z). Let S be the

22A sufficient condition is that 1− τKt is bounded above by 1/
√
αβ, because

0 <

∞∑
j=1

(αβ)j
j∏
i=1

(1− τKt+i) ≤
∞∑
j=1

(αβ)j

(
√
αβ)j

=

∞∑
j=1

(
√
αβ)j =

√
αβ

1−
√
αβ

holds.
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stopping time such that

S := inf{t ≥ 0 : zt < z or zt > z}.

We assume

1− τKt =


zt if S > t,

z if S ≤ t and xS < z,

z if S ≤ t and xS > z.

In other words, 1 − τKt follows the same process as zt until the latter variable hits

the boundary of [z, z] and stays at the boundary after that. Therefore, when {σt, εt}

is adapted to the filtration of the household, all the assumptions in Proposition 2 are

satisfied. The term EPt [
∑∞

j=1(αβ)
j
∏j

i=1(1 − τKt+i)] involves higher-order moments of

{σt+jεt+j}∞j=1 and, therefore, it changes when the household is provided more infor-

mation about {σt+jεt+j}∞j=1. Therefore, it follows from Proposition 2 that ex ante wel-

fare decreases when the government provides information about future uncertainty

shocks.

A.2.2 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. Because Kt+1 = stK
α
t by definition, we have

lnKt = αt lnK0 +
t−1∑
j=0

αt−1−j ln sj.

Therefore,

∞∑
t=0

βt lnCt =
∞∑
t=0

βt{ln(1− st) + α lnKt}

=
∞∑
t=0

βt{ln(1− st) + αt+1 lnK0 +
t−1∑
j=0

αt−j ln sj}
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Collecting the terms that involve st,

βt ln(1− st) +
∞∑

l=t+1

βlαl−t ln st =
βt

1− αβ
{(1− αβ) ln(1− st) + αβ ln st}

=
βt

1− αβ

{
αβ lnXt − ln(1 +Xt)

}
.

Ex ante welfare of the household is thus

E
[ ∞∑
t=0

βt
αβ

1− αβ

{
lnXt −

1

αβ
ln(1 +Xt)

}]
+
α lnK0

1− αβ
.

The function f(x) := lnx− (1/αβ) ln(1 + x) is strictly concave on
(
0,
√
αβ/(1−

√
αβ)

)
and is strictly convex on (

√
αβ/(1−

√
αβ),∞).

Proof of Proposition 2. Under the stated condition, XFt and XGt are in the inter-

val [0,
√
αβ/(1 −

√
αβ)]. Because f is strictly concave on the same interval, Jensen’s

inequality implies that

E[f(XGt )] = E
[
E[f(XGt )|Ft]

]
≤ E

[
f
(
E[XGt |Ft]

)]
= E[f(XFt )].

(E[XGt |Ft] = XFt follows from the law of iterated expectations and Ft ⊂ Gt.) Because f

is strictly concave, inequality is strict if and only ifXFt 6= XGt with positive probability.
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B Appendix: computation

We use the endogenous grid method (see Carroll (2006)) for computation. We follow

Barillas and Fernandez-Villaverde (2007), but the separability of utility in consump-

tion and labor simplifies the algorithm.

We focus on an equilibrium in which aggregate capital K and aggregate labor L

follow the laws of motion:

K ′ = XK(K, z)

L = XL(K, z). (13)

The representative household’s problem is written recursively as follows:

V (k,K, z) = max
c,k′,l

u(c)− v(l) + βE[V (k′, K ′, z′)|z]

subject to

(1+τC(z))c+k′ = (1−τK(z))αKα−1L1−αk+(1−τL(z))(1−α)KαL−αl+(1−δ)k+T (K, z)

and the aggregate law of motion (13). Because L depends only on K and z, we do not

need to include L as a state variable for the household problem. The solution to this

problem is given by C(k,K, z), K ′(k,K, z), and L(k,K, z).

The government budget constraint requires

τK(z)αKαL1−α + τC(z)C + τL(z)(1− α)KαL1−α = G(K, z) + T (K, z).

The government spending is allowed to vary with (K, z). Our specification therefore

nests one in which the government spending share in output fluctuates randomly:
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G(K, z) = φ(z)Kα(XL(K, z))1−α.

A recursive equilibrium consists of the policy function (C,K ′, L), the value func-

tion v, the aggregate law of motion (XK , XL), and the fiscal policy (G, T ) such that (a)

the pair of (C,K ′, L) and v solves the household’s recursive problem given (XK , XL)

and T , (b) for all (K, z), (XK , XL) satisfies XK(K, z) = K ′(K,K, z) and XL(K, z) =

L(K,K, z), and (c) markets clear.

The equilibrium condition is summarized by the following three equations:

u′(C(K,K, z)) = βE[V1(K ′, K ′, z′)|z]
v′(L(K,K, z))

u′(C(K,K, z))
=

(1− τL(z))(1− α)KαL(K,K, z)−α

1 + τC(z)

V1(K,K, z) =
1

1 + τC(z)
{1− δ + (1− τK(z))αKα−1L(K,K, z)1−α}u′(C(K,K, z))

LetW (K, z) := V (K,K, z),D(K, z) := V1(K,K, z), C̃(K, z) := C(K,K, z), K̃ ′(K, z) :=

K ′(K,K, z), and L̃(K, z) = L(K,K, z).

u′(C̃(K, z)) = βE[D(K ′, z′)|z](1 + τC(z))

v′(L̃(K, z))L̃(K, z)α =
(1− τL(z))(1− α)Kα

1 + τC(z)
u′(C̃(K, z))

D(K, z) =
1

1 + τC(z)
{1− δ + (1− τK(z))αKα−1L̃(K, z)1−α}u′(C̃(K, z))

W (K, z) = u(C̃(K, z))− v(L̃(K, z)) + βE[W (K̃ ′(K, z), z′)|z]

Algorithm 1 (Endogenous grid method with endogenous labor) First fix the gridKend

for k′.

• Initial guess: D0 and W0.

• For n ≥ 0, take (Dn,Wn) as given and compute, for each z and K ′ ∈ Kend,
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1. cn+1(k
′, z) using

cn+1(K
′, z) =

[
βE[Dn(K

′, z′)|z](1 + τC(z)
]−1/σ

,

2. kn+1(K
′, z) and ln+1(K

′, z) using

cn+1(K
′, z) +K ′ = kn+1(K

′, z)αln+1(K
′, z)1−α,

and

v′(ln+1(K
′, z))ln+1(K

′, z)α =
(1− τL(z))(1− α)u′(cn+1(K

′, z))

1 + τC(z)
kn+1(K

′, z)α,

[this part requires a nonlinear equation solver]

3. The derivative of the value function:

Dn+1(kn+1(K
′, z), z) =

u′(cn+1(K
′, z))

1 + τC(z)
{1−δ+(1−τK(z))αkn+1(K

′, z)α−1ln+1(K
′, z)1−α},

4. The value function:

Wn+1(kn+1(K
′, z), z) = u(cn+1(K

′, z))− v(ln+1(K
′, z)) + βE[Wn(K

′, z′)|z].

5. For each z, interpolate (Dn+1,Wn+1) to obtain their values on Kend.

6. Terminate the iteration if ||Wn+1 − Wn|| becomes smaller than the pre-specified

tolerance level. Otherwise increase n by 1 and repeat the previous computation.

When v(l) = χl1+η/(1 + η), then in Step 2 we can express

kn+1(K
′, z)

ln+1(K ′, z)
=

[
(1− τL(z))(1− α)u′(cn+1(K

′, z))

χ(1 + τC(z))

] −1
α+η

kn+1(K
′, z)

η
α+η ,
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and substitute this into the resource constraint to obtain

cn+1(K
′, z)+K ′ = kn+1(K

′, z)
α(1+η)
α+η ×

[
(1− τL(z))(1− α)u′(cn+1(K

′, z))

χ(1 + τC(z))

] 1−α
α+η

+(1−δ)kn+1(K
′, z),

and solve the second equation for kn+1(K
′, z) and then the first equation for ln+1(K

′, z).
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